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---Editorial--IWI Lifestyle Magazine is brought to you by our
Business member Lisa Slatter.
If you would like to send us any photos or articles for future issues,
or for any comments or enquiries, please email
magazine@iwistanbul.org
Except where duly credited, photos are sourced from our members and
partners or from free stock images.

Message from our
Chairwoman

Summer!
As we sign off until September, I wanted to remind
you all of the importance of protecting and
improving your mental wellbeing over the summer.
Spend as much time outside as you possibly can.
Move as many activities outdoors as you
can. Reframe your friend catchups as wellness
boosters. Catching up with friends and loved ones
also contribute to wellness just like yoga or
meditation does. Spend time around water. Water
has a healing power that can lift your spirit after a
bad day. Think of self-care as self-protection. Do
what ever you need to do to shelter yourself from
any negativity that surrounds you. Follow a routine
to stay healthy (not to stay productive). Choose to
develop long lasting habits rather then short fixes,
and finally try to live mindfully, whether its during
your daily chores or when you are out or about try
to practice living in the moment and take in things
around you. Take time to stop and smell the roses.
Until September, take care…..

Best Wishes

Julia.
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Décor

FW Luxe – Décor & Lifestyle has
established itself in Toronto,
Canada for over a decade now
and focused on providing its
clients with a boutique chic style.
FW Luxe prides itself in delivering
an affordable luxury experience to
residential and commercial clients
in Canada and internationally.
Widely
recognized
for
our
versatile design services and years
of industry experience, FW Luxe
focus is on providing an
elegant and sophisticated
space that parallels with
comfort and function.
With a love for good design and
intricate details, our passion for
interior design has brought us to
share some great tips to spruce up
some elements in your space that
will elevate your design game.

By Sakina Khawaja

www.fwluxe.com

Of course, in a world of
lockdowns, travel restrictions,
quarantines, and limitations- our
homes are now also our
workspaces, our kids’ schools, or
place to rest and
what was once our sanctuary
has become a multi functional
space

with zones and dual-purpose
areas. As the summer months
approach, here are some of our
tips to make your space feel chic
while it remains functional. The
aim is to create some form of
normalcy while creating a space
that is inspirational, aesthetically
pleasing, and efficient.

Lighting Is Key
Ask any interior designer and they can go on and on about
the importance of artificial and natural lighting. Every
room will have its own structural components that play a role
on lighting, shadows etc. However, the main thing to keep in
mind in the summer months is the fact that you are not
going to get better natural lighting any other time of the
year. Rearrange that desk or reading nook to face or be
directly impacted by a window. Enjoy the natural luster of
the sun as it hits your workspace.

Florals

Summer and flowers- can we get more cliché than that? Things are cliché because
they work! Fresh flowers bring the colours of summer from the great outdoors
into your sanctuaries. A vase full of fresh flowers on the kitchen table will make
the family meal times and endless cooking during the lockdowns a tad bit more
enjoyable. A small floral arrangement at your work desk /dining table/ home
office/ kids school area- will make you feel alive and provide your mundane work
routine with a pop of colour.
Everyone has a flower they gravitate to – perhaps you like roses, or maybe
you are a daisy person- you could love a mix
bunch of carnations or if asked our favourite,
its surely hydrangeas. Choose the flower you
love looking at or go by what environment
you live in. What is the popular flower in your
city- here is a tip- do not double think that
maybe the flowers will whither so why waste
money- invest in the flowers- these small
joys add big design value to any space and
even a larger investment to your emotional
health.

Throw Pillows

One of our favourite tips to add a breath of fresh air to any room
is changing out the throw pillows. With the lockdown rules
changing daily, some stores are open, some are closed. Whether
you are shopping online or in store- look for
colours that complement the sofa shade and
theme of the room. The worse thing to do is
create a mis-matched look. The better way to
do it is going for a new pattern, fabric, or
shape. If you had square throw pillows, perhaps
choose rectangle and round. Summer patterns
are usually trending in the stores- perhaps its
florals, geometric designs, or embellishments –
whatever you fancy- go for it and stock your
old throw pillows to make a come back another
21
season!
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APARTMENT
GARDENING
Summer Care for Indoor Plants
Summer is coming and your indoor plants need more care and attention.
Hot weather and additional sunlight in summer, encourage more growth as
well as creating stress for plants, so we need to be more careful to utilize
new conditions for improving our plants otherwise we will lose them to
warmth and heat.
Keep your plants away from direct
sunlight, except those same as
succulents which love direct sunlight, the
rest must be put away from afternoon
direct sunlight.
Provide fresh air for your plants
every morning by opening windows.

Due to high temperature, your
plants need more watering than rest of
the year. Try to do watering early in the
morning before direct sunlight come into
your place or do it at sunset. Usually
evening is the best time for watering
plants in summer, because the water will
remain in the pot due to less evaporation.
If you do the watering in the morning be
careful not to make the leaves wet.
Water drops remained on leaves will
cause sunburn during the day.

Summer is when plants do most of
their growing, so you can use some
fertilizer to provide energy for their
growth. For your indoor plants it is
preferable to use liquid fertilizers as
dissolving powder or granules is not easy
at home and it is more difficult for plants
to absorb if you can’t dissolve them
thoroughly.
Avoid changing plant’s pot because
it causes stress for your plants and waste
their energy which they need for growing
in summer.
Avoid pruning indoor and outdoor
plans in summer.

Heat stress symptoms
• Appearance of yellow or brown spots
on leaves
• Leaves falling
• No Flowering
• Willing
• Over dried soil

How to cure heat
stress in plants
•
•
•
•

Don’t prune burnt leaves
Apply some seaweed liquid fertilizer
Change the place to shadow
Check the deep soil humidity

Tips on
APARTMENT GARDENING
from our
Vice Chairwoman &
Agricultural Engineer Shadi.
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Ask Julia!

The Implication
of COVID-19 for
Mental Health
This month rather than provide advice
I wanted to highlight the impact of
COVID-19 on our mental health. A
poll conducted in mid-April 2021
found that 64% of households said
worry and stress over the coronavirus
caused them to experience at least
one adverse impact on their mental
health and well-being, such as anxiety,
depression, difficulty sleeping or
eating,
increases
in
alcohol
consumption or substance use, and
worsening in chronic conditions. These
statistics are huge!

The pandemic has both short- and
long-term implications for mental
health
and
substance
use,
particularly for groups at risk of new
or exacerbated mental health
disorders and those facing barriers
to accessing care.
24

Phased COVID-19 vaccinations are taking place across the globe,
hopefully signalling that the end of the pandemic is on the
horizon. However, given the slow and troubled rollout of
vaccinations in some countries, instances of people refusing the
vaccine due to fear or uncertainty, and the need for vaccinated
people to continue taking existing precautions to mitigate the
outbreak may delay this period.
History has shown that the mental health impact of disasters
outlasts the physical impact, suggesting today’s elevated mental
health need will continue well beyond the coronavirus outbreak
itself. For example, an analysis of the psychological toll on health
care providers during outbreaks found that psychological distress
can last up to three years after an outbreak. Other implications
that may last beyond the pandemic include continued financial
strain for those who have lost their jobs or have had their shifts
cut. This will also further impact and add to the existing strain on
stress and mental health.
We are yet to see the impact of isolation and restricted social
interaction has on our mental health particularly in youth.
Preliminary studies indicate an increase in anxiety and depression
and a reduction in application of adaptive coping skills. Are we
going to have a new generation even more vulnerable to mental
health issues? Only the future will tell however this is very likely.
While we are all hoping that the
pandemic will end soon we must
be also consider and prepare for
the damage it will leave in its
wake.

Julia ŐZDEMIR
MPsych(Clinical),
BSc(Hons-psych),
BA(Psych)
Clinical Psychologist
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Foodie...
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Whether you're lucky enough
to have a garden or pool, or
even just to sit next to an
open window with the sun on
your face, everyone should be
able to enjoy a nice cooling
ice lolly... And who said
they're just for kids anyway?
Home made ice lollies are
one of my favourite thing
in Summer - you know
exactly what's in them,
(making
them
feel
healthier), but you can
add what ever in that you
fancy, (making them a
little bit naughty!)
And they're so simple to
make:
Get
yourself
some
moulds.
Throw in your ingredients
and freeze for at least 4
hours
or
overnight. That's it!

Be as creative as you like. I always
like to add either fresh or frozen
fruits.
Try adding juice, soda, iced tea or
even iced coffee. All are delicious.
I especially love to make
ADULT ONLY lollies using Gin &
Tonic with fresh lemon & sweetener,
or Mojiti lollies with Rum, lime, mint
leaves, sugar & soda. The world is
your frozen oyster...
Just make sure you know which are
yours & which are for the kids!
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From Women For Women

ANNUAL MEMBER BENEFITS

CLASSIC MEMBERS

• The opportunity to network with other IWI Members at regular monthly gatherings
and meetings
• 1 free advertisement on IWI Social Media (Insta),
• 10% discount for advertisement in IWI Lifestyle member,
• The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI programs,
• The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI events,
• The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI workshops,
• The opportunity to join the Moms and Kids Group,
• Use of information sources provided by IWI,
• Use of discounts offered by our IWI partners,
• The opportunity to create and host programs and workshops for other IWI
members, through IWI resources,
• Access to the IWI Directory,
• Join exclusive IWI Neighbourhood Communities on WhatsApp
• Received regular updates on events and programs via members only Bulletin
whatsapp group
• Showcase your writing talents by contributing to the IWI Lifestyle Magazine,
• The opportunity to become an IWI Board Member.

HONORARY MEMBERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The opportunity to maintain your IWI membership without annual fee,
The opportunity to network with other IWI members at regular monthly meetings,
The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI programs,
The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI events,
The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI workshops,
Use of information sources provided by IWI,
Access to IWI Directory,
Join IWI Neighbourhood Communities,
Showcase your writing talents by contributing to the IWI Lifestyle Magazine,
The opportunity to become an IWI Board Member

BUSINESS MEMBERS

• The opportunity to become part of an exclusive group,
• The opportunity to attend & participate in monthly business development and
networking meetings with other IWI Business Members.
• 2 free advertisements on IWI social media (Instagram),
• 2 free advertisements in the IWI Lifestyle Magazine,
• The opportunity of using IWI Venues to host workshops to present owned products
/ services, once / year,
• Posting informative & interactive content on IWI Social Media, once / year,
• To be listed in the IWI Lifestyle Magazine Directory,
• To be listed on the IWI Website Directory,
• Join exclusive business members WhatsApp group
• All benefits of Classic Membership.
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Advertisements &
Business Member
Directory
Please note:
The content of these
advertisements are not
endorsed by IWI. They also
do not constitute legal advice
and are provided for general
information purposes only.
IWI does not accept
responsibility for any of
the services rendered by any
of these advertisements.
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TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account

Coach

TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account

TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account
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Have a great

Stay
Stay safe,
safe,
stay
stay connected
connected
&
& we'll
we'll see
see you
you in
in
September...
September...

